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In a year when "must-have" can mean anything, we found 28 things Hollywood really loves. Now, don't wait: It's time to eat, shop and have fun like a star.

Print crazy Orlé Kiely's eye-catching patterns attract stars such as Susan Sarandon, who stocks up when visiting the designer's London flagship. Shown: red pear umbrella ($100; www.orlekiely.com).

Lady luck Jessica Alba adds a little charm to her look with this Michelle Roy necklace and genuine four-leaf clover both hand-dipped in 24kt gold ($92; 877-437-4367 or michelleroydesigns.com).

Sweet tooth Devotees of Very Vanilla swear by the hand-frosted caramel layer cake. Oscar de la Renta is such a fan he shipped the homemade confection to 20 of his closest pals ($45; 800-500-83 or veryvera.com).

Hello, Dubai George Clooney gets his sheik on at the One & Only Royal Mirage resort in the shopping mecca of Dubai (in the United Arab Emirates), where the lush grounds overlook the Persian Gulf ($280-$6,640 per night; 866-552-0001).

Beach chic Courteney Cox and Jennifer Aniston make a splash in Fabucci's reversible bikinis. The So-Cal line also has maillots that double as sexy minidresses for a beach party ($150; at Fred Segal, 323-651-4129).